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Abstract

A new method is described which makes it easier to implement the technique of single-catheter cardioplegia administration and left heart decompression and venting. The method is potentially both simpler and safer than others commonly used in coronary artery surgery.

Introduction

In the interests of simplicity, safety, and expediency during cardiac surgery it is desirable to eliminate as many intrathoracic devices as possible. One such bulky example has been the left heart venting apparatus. Most methods and devices have involved insertion of a catheter into the left heart through 1) the left atrium, 2) the left superior pulmonary vein via Sonnengaard's groove, or 3) direct apical left ventricular puncture.1-6

Disadvantages to the above methods are many and well documented. They place additional cumbersome and time-consuming apparatus in the operative field and within the heart.2,3,7,8 They are a potential source of intracardiac air, particularly with the use of the "sump type" of disposable left ventricular vent catheter*.1-3,7,8 Bleeding of left ventricular and left atrial insertion sites is not uncommon, nor are lacerations of the left atrial wall.4,7 Left ventricular puncture has been implicated in the presence of new, postoperative pathologic Q waves which are indicative of local myocardial injury.3,8,11,12

Methods

As an alternative to additional devices and access sites, a workable method is presented for making the existing cardioplegia administration aortic puncture serve dual duty in providing for left heart decompression as well. The single aortic catheter is used to first administer pressurized cardioplegia solution into the proximal aortic root following aortic cross-clamping. Subsequently, the pump suction tubing for left heart decompression vents from the same site, achieving drainage antegrade through the open left ventricular outflow tract (See Figure 1).

Hereofore the problem has been the devising of a simple, competent method for selecting between "cardioplegia in" and "vent out" modes. A disposable three-way stopcock** formerly used held two disadvantages. The small internal bore prohibited rapid infusion of cardioplegic solution, and caused poor, slow drainage of the left heart. Secondly, suction from the vent pump very effectively cavitated bubbles into the system as blood gases came out of solution from the sudden pressure drop where the stopcock connected to the much larger bore pump tubing. Such air had the potential to re-enter the aorta following any sudden release of the suction. This was unacceptable performance, particularly as a major objective was to achieve a safer method of decompression.

* Proofs and reprint requests to the above address
** #K69, Pharmaseal, Inc., Tao Alta, Puerto Rico
The new Y-adapter device**, shown in Figure 2, has solved all of these problems and has provided for both a simpler technique and a neater surgical field. It features a female luer inlet tip which accepts a male luer from a typical cardioplegia administration set, and a tubing connector on the outflow arm to accommodate the vent pump's \(\frac{1}{4}\) inch internal diameter tubing. The distal end terminates in a 3 millimeter internal diameter male luer-lock fitting. Flow-directionally marked thumb-actuated clamps select and shut off the "cardioplegia in" and "vent out" modes.

For maximum effectiveness of this technique, an aortic catheter with minimal impediment to flow should be selected. Suitable performance has been obtained with standard large bore angiocaths*** (usually with side holes cut in them), the pharyngeal oxygen therapy catheter**** described elsewhere,\(^9,10\) and an aortic root cannula suitable for purse-string retention*****.

Results and Discussion

The system is easily primed by selectively clamping and successively flushing each arm of the Y-adapter. This is then connected at its distal male tip to the back-bleeding aortic catheter which has already been placed. No air has been observed in the system or in the left heart during use, so that the possibility of air passing from the vent arm back into the aorta with intermittent cardioplegia administration has not been experienced. Any air which would occur in the aorta will float to the top (at the puncture site); this air can then be conveniently purged at the end of the procedure when the aortic catheter is withdrawn.\(^9,10,13\)

The coronary arteries have remained conveniently free of blood during decompression with this technique, and the aorta remains evacuated. No left ventricular vent in the traditional sense has been necessary during these procedures.

** # 10005, DLP, Inc., Walker, Michigan
*** # 2812, 14 guage, The Deseret Company, Sandy, Utah
**** 10 French, Pharmaseal Inc., Tao Alta, Puerto Rico
***** # 10012, 12 guage, DLP, Inc., Walker, Michigan
The technique is adaptable to a variety of protocols as well. It is suitable for either "clear" or blood cardioplegia, either pump or gravity infused. The heart can alternately be decompressed by gravity drainage in lieu of pump suction.

Conclusion

The new Y-adapter increases the effectiveness of a method for intraoperative cardioplegic arrest and left-heart venting. It is inexpensive, convenient, and safe; and it offers a neater operative field to the surgical staff.
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